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Introduction
Criminal history record information (CHRI) is subject to both state and federal laws, rules, and
regulations governing access, use, handling, dissemination, and destruction. This guide is
intended to assist agencies with proper fingerprint submittals, provide guidance regarding
agency responsibilities for appropriate information handling, and inform agencies of
requirements for using state and federal criminal history record check processes.
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Authority
The following sources cite the authority for receiving state and federal CHRI. Additional rules,
regulations, and policies governing the use and dissemination of CHRI can be readily accessed
online. Additional rules may also be contained in the specific authorization which allows the
agency to access CHRI.
State
North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) § 12-60-24(2) allows the NDBCI to provide each agency,
official or entity listed in the subsection who has requested a statewide and nationwide criminal
history record check, the response of the FBI and any statewide criminal history record
information that may lawfully be made.
Federal
Pursuant to Public Law (Pub. L.) 92-544, the FBI is empowered to exchange identification records
with officials of state and local governments for purposes of licensing and employment if
authorized by a state statute which has been approved by the Attorney General of the United
States.
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Section 1 – User Agreement
1.1
User Agreement
Each agency authorized to receive CHRI must sign a user agreement (Appendix A). It must be
signed by both the NDBCI Director and the appropriate authority at the user agency. The user
agreement must include the following:


Authority and Purpose: The agreement must include both the legislative authority and
the type of position(s) or license being applied for (e.g. insurance licensure, social work
license, final applicant for Business Manager, etc.).



Noncriminal Agency Coordinator (NAC). The NAC is responsible for complying with
NDBCI training requirements, serving as the agency liaison, and assisting NDBCI
personnel in the audit process.



Training: Agencies are responsible for mandatory training requirements. New agencies
must attend agency training provided by NDBCI prior to submitting cards. All agency
personnel who view or handle CHRI must complete the standard online training (currently
called CJIS Online) and undergo agency internal training on CHRI security and handling
based on the required policies/procedures.



Policies/Procedures: Agencies must implement policies and procedures which provide
for the security and proper handling of CHRI. Agencies should also have rules for
fingerprint submissions which include proper applicant identification and protecting the
fingerprint card from tampering.
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Section 2 – Fingerprint Submissions & Results
The information in this section is intended to assist agencies in understanding fingerprint
processes in North Dakota, properly submitting the request and fingerprint cards, and
interpreting the results.
2.1
NonCriminal Justice Agency Record Check Process
The record check process takes place between the agency and NDBCI; the agency sends in the
prints and the criminal history record response is sent to the agency for review. The use of the
criminal history results is limited to the sole purpose outlined in the agency's statutory
authorization to submit fingerprints. The agency must have an active user agreement on file with
NDBCI and is subject to compliance regulations and periodic audit.
The criminal history check process is a "point in time" check as of the date of the response. The
agency reviews the actual criminal history and makes the suitability determination regarding the
employee, not NDBCI.
2.2
Applicant Identification
Agencies must have quality assurance processes for verifying the identity of the applicant at the
time of fingerprinting.
The National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact Council published the Identity Verification
Program Guide containing suggestions and best practice recommendations for verifying an
applicant's identity and safeguarding the integrity of the fingerprints. The guide can be
downloaded from the FBI website in the Compact Council section.
If an applicant is allowed to go to various locations to be fingerprinted, then instructions should
be provided to the applicant to give to the fingerprint technician. To ensure the instructions are
followed, it is recommended that the instruction form require the fingerprint technician to record
(at a minimum) the applicant's name, the type of ID presented by the applicant and the name
and company of the fingerprint technician. The form should then be returned to the agency (see
the next section on "Protection of the Fingerprint Card Prior to Submission"). For an example of a
“Fingerprint Verification Sheet”, see Appendix B.
2.3
Protection of the Fingerprint Card Prior to Submission
Agencies should have quality assurance processes for protecting the integrity of the fingerprint
card and preventing tampering with the card from the time the prints are taken through the
submission process.
Suggestions and recommendations for tampering prevention processes can be found in the
National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact Council's Identity Verification Program Guide.
2.4
FBI Applicant Privacy Rights Notifications
Whenever an agency submits fingerprints for FBI criminal history record checks, the following
actions/disclosures are required:



The person being fingerprinted must be notified in writing that the fingerprints will be used
to check the criminal history records of the FBI.
The person being fingerprinted must be informed that they are allowed a reasonable
opportunity to complete and challenge the accuracy of the criminal history record. ALL
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applicants must be advised of this, not just those who dispute an employment/license
denial.
o If the applicant elects to review/challenge the criminal history record, the agency
must provide the applicant a reasonable period of time to do so before final denial.
o The agency should also establish and document what constitutes a reasonable
period of time for the review and challenge and any appeals process that is
available to the applicant.
Agencies must notify applicants how to obtain a copy of the FBI record and that the
guidelines for these procedures are contained in 28 CFR 16.34.

2.5
Basic Fingerprinting Tips
There is no certification requirement in North Dakota to be able to take fingerprints. The only
requirement is developing a good technique for taking clear, clean fingerprints. The tips in
Appendix C should get you started. NDBCI does offer training for agencies fingerprinting
their applicants. All agencies will receive basic training from NDBCI regarding fingerprint
quality of their applicants. This training will help agencies ensure fewer FBI rejections due to
poor print quality and assure a more prompt response.
Contact your local law enforcement agency for applicant fingerprinting; however, some agencies
no longer offer applicant fingerprinting and a private entity may be contacted.
2.6 Fingerprint Impressions
The print card consists of rolled impressions taken individually and rolled nail-to-nail. These are
accompanied by plain impression (also known as flat or slap impressions) which are used to
verify the sequence of the rolled impressions.

R
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S
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Examples of POOR Quality Fingerprints

Left Hand Flats are mostly finger tips
Right Thumb Flat – does not contain a legible print
Right Hand Flats – does not contain all four fingers to match the four rolled finger impressions
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Incomplete fingerprint impressions, only the tips of the fingers were captured. No discernable
pattern.

No discernable pattern is visible. Too much ink or sweaty hands

10

Left and Right Thumb Flats do not contain prints to match the rolled thumb impressions

Example of GOOD Quality Fingerprints

Rolled impressions are rolled nail-to-nail and have a visible pattern, the flat impressions can verify
the sequence of the rolled impressions
11

2.7 Required Information for Each Fingerprint Card
The following information is intended to assist agency personnel in ensuring that the blocks on
the fingerprint card are properly completed. Either agency personnel or the applicant can fill
out the card, but it is the agency's responsibility to review the information on the card for
accuracy and completion, and verify it with the applicant's identification. If the agency fills out
the card, the applicant should review the card for accuracy before signing it. Errors, missing
information, and information placed in the wrong areas can all cause delays in processing.
Please type or print legibly.
2.7.1 Fingerprint Card
1. Applicant's Full Name: The name should be in the last name, first name, middle name
sequence.
2. Signature: This is the applicant’s signature. Please ensure that the applicant has signed
the card in INK.
3. Residence Address: This is the applicant’s physical residence address, NOT the mailing
address.
4. Aliases (AKA): Enter any known aliases, including maiden names, and other married
name.
5. Originating Agency Identifier (ORI): The submitting agency’s ORI should be written
here. This alphanumeric identifier usually starts with an “ND920” and is nine characters
long, ending in Z (ND920---Z).
6. Date of Birth (DOB): The date of birth should be in MM/DD/YYYY format.
7. Date: This is the date the applicant was fingerprinted.
8. Signature of Official Taking Prints: The signature of the person at the agency or office
taking the prints should be placed in this box.
9. Citizenship: If a citizen of the United States, enter the two letter abbreviation (US). If the
place of birth is a foreign country, enter the full name of the country (do not abbreviate).
10. Sex: M for Male, F for Female
11. Race: Enter the one letter abbreviation for race.
A
B
I
W
U

Asian/Pacific Islander
Black
American Indian or Alaskan Native
White or Hispanic
Unknown

12. Height: Enter the height in feet and inches. Example: An applicant who is 5 feet 7 inches
tall should be entered as 507, not 67 inches. An applicant who is 5 feet 10 inches tall
should be entered as 510.
13. Weight: Enter the weight in pounds as a whole number. Numbers under 100 should be
entered as three numbers with a leading zero.
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14. Eye & Hair Color: Enter the three letter abbreviation for the person's eye and hair color.
EYE COLOR

HAIR COLOR

BLK
BRO
GRN
MAR
PNK
BLU
GRY
HAZ
MUL

BLK
BRO
BLN
RED
SDY
GRY
WHI
BLU
ONG
PNK
PLE
BLD

Black
Brown
Green
Maroon
Pink
Blue
Gray
Hazel
Multi-colored

Black
Brown
Blond or strawberry
Red or auburn
Sandy
Gray
White
Blue
Orange
Pink
Purple
Bald

15. Place of Birth: If born in the United States, enter the two letter state abbreviation (e.g.,
ND). If the place of birth is a foreign country, enter the full name of the country (do not
abbreviate).
16. Employer and Address: Enter the name and address of the agency that is submitting the
fingerprint card. This agency must be the same agency which is assigned the ORI.
17. Reason Fingerprinted: Two items must be entered in this box:
o Enter the type of position or license being applied for. Examples: "teacher,"
"volunteer," "medical license," "nursing program."
o Enter the approved statutory authority under which the card is being submitted.
18. Social Security Number: Enter the social security number of the applicant in
XXX-XX-XXXX format. If the applicant does not have a social security number, enter all
X’s. Do not enter Canadian insurance ID numbers.
See next page for required information (shaded bullets) on the Applicant card.
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NDBCI requires two fingerprint cards if prints are inked. We use the better of the two to submit
to the FBI.
We require one fingerprint card if prints are taken by a livescan site. Some livescan sites will
also provide an acknowledgement form which can be submitted with the fingerprint card. All
existing law enforcement livescans do have the full list of ORIs available for use in fingerprint
submissions including your agency.
Please do not bend or fold the fingerprint cards when mailing them to our office.
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Ink Rolled Applicant Card

15

Digital LiveScan Applicant Card
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2.7
Types of Record Checks
There are three types of record checks.
North Dakota Only – a statewide search of ND Criminal History Records only
 Fingerprints NOT required
FBI Only – Federal fingerprint based search
 Fingerprints required
 The FBI record may not include all state criminal history information because the
FBI does not collect information about certain crimes that are reportable under
state law
North Dakota and FBI – Search of ND Criminal History Records and the Federal
fingerprint based search
 Fingerprints required
 Includes both the ND and FBI response
2.8
Fee and Payment Information
The current record check fees are listed below. The FBI periodically reviews the fee amounts,
and if any adjustment is made, all agencies will be notified by NDBCI.
Fees (current as of January 2019)
North Dakota Only

$15.00 per applicant

FBI Only

$26.25 per applicant

FBI Only – volunteers

$24.25 per applicant

North Dakota and FBI

$41.25 per applicant

North Dakota and FBI – volunteers

$39.25 per applicant

2.8.1 Payment Submittal Requirements
All applicant fingerprint cards should be accompanied by a personal check, cashier's check,
money order, or agency check, and must be in US currency only. (State agencies may also use
state IDB transfers.) NDBCI DOES NOT accept credit/debit cards.
Payment guidelines:
 Make the check or money order payable to the North Dakota Attorney General (NDAG).
 If a discrepancy is found in either the amount or method of payment, the request will be
returned.
2.9
Submission Packet
Submissions MUST include all of the following:
 Request Form
o Schools, use Appendix D
o All other agencies, use Appendix E
 Fingerprint cards for applicants
 Correct payment
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Send completed fingerprint packets to:

Criminal Records Section
North Dakota Bureau of Criminal Investigation
4205 State Street
P.O. Box 1054
Bismarck, ND 58502

Requests will be returned to the agency for incomplete submission packets (i.e. incorrect
payment amount, unsigned authorization or fingerprint card, etc.). Returns will be
accompanied by an NDBCI memo indicating the reason for the return (Appendix F).
2.10 Ordering Fingerprint Cards
Each agency can order applicant fingerprint cards from the FBI’s website (www.FBI.gov) with
their assigned ORI printed on the cards and provide the fingerprint cards to the applicants for
fingerprinting. There is no charge for the fingerprint cards. Cards are packaged 2,000 per box.
Agencies may order as many cards as they need. Supplies must be ordered using the unit of
issue "each." For example, if you need two boxes of the FD-249 Criminal Cards, the quantity
ordered must be 4,000.
Public schools should contact the NDBCI for a supply of fingerprint cards.
2.11 North Dakota – Criminal History Records
The NDBCI is the state's central repository for criminal history information, a system that
compiles records of arrests and prosecutions of individual offenders for use by law enforcement,
the courts, and the public. The criminal history information is submitted to the BCI by local law
enforcement agencies, state's attorneys, the courts, parole & probation, etc.
When an adult is arrested for a “reportable” crime, the individual is fingerprinted by the arresting
law enforcement agency. Fingerprints are used to establish the identity of an individual. Even if
an individual is arrested on two separate occasions and uses a different name each time, the
fingerprints will link the individual to both arrests.
The arrest fingerprint card is the beginning of the criminal history record. It includes information
about the arrest charge and demographic information of the person who was arrested.
What is a "Reportable" Crime?
State law requires local law enforcement agencies to report arrest information about certain
offenses to NDBCI. These offenses are contained in NDCC §12-60-16.4, and include: all felony
offenses, many misdemeanor offenses, some violations of city ordinances, as well as charges
of “nonsufficient funds” (NSF) and “no account” checks.
Reportable information becomes part of an individual’s criminal history.
The NDCC § 12-60-24 record check of the North Dakota criminal history records database
includes:
 Convictions, regardless of how old
 Charges that were dismissed, or did not result in conviction, or do not have a court
disposition.
 Jail or prison custody records.
 Any other reportable events.
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The record check does NOT include:
 Juvenile records (only juveniles prosecuted as adults are in the state CHR database)
 Federal records
 Records from other states
 Most traffic offenses (Contact the ND Department of Transportation for traffic records.)
 Civil judgments (Contact the Clerk of court)
 Credit history
Agencies covered by NDCC § 12-60-24 receive the full criminal Record of Arrest and
Prosecution (RAP) sheet. No CHRI is redacted.
2.11.1 North Dakota Responses to Request (No Record)
Information included in this letter will be the requester, the applicant’s full name and date of
birth. The social security number will be not released.
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2.11.2 North Dakota Record Found
The RAP sheet is the portion of your response that contains the subject’s criminal history record
information. We will break the RAP Sheet into six areas: Demographics, Arrest, Prosecution,
Disposition, NSF Information and Supervision or Custody. They are identified on the attached
RAP Sheet with the corresponding number.

Demographics
1.

State Identification Number (SID) is a unique number assigned to a subject by BCI when
an initial arrest is added to our database.

2.

Subject’s Name shows all known name(s) used by the subject. Alias Name(s) may
include multiple names used by the subject reported through various arrests.

3.

Date of Birth could include multiple dates. This occurs when the subject gives alias dates
of birth on various arrests.

4.

Subject’s Social Security Number could include multiple numbers. This occurs when the
subject gives alias dates of birth on various arrests.

5.

Sex, Race, Height, Weight, Eyes, Hair, and Skin indicate information reported to us with
the initial arrest entered on our database.

6.

Multi-State Offender indicates the individual has a record in multiple states. Single-State
Offender indicates the individual has a ND record only

Arrest
7.

ORI is an agency number assigned to the arresting agency. Arresting Agency is the
agency that initiated the arrest.

8.

Date of Arrest is the date the subject was placed under arrest or printed.

9.

Arrest ATN is the arrest tracking number, which is used to track the submission.

10. Arrest Description is the name of the offense and number of counts the subject was
charged with.
11. Class identifies if the charge was a (misdemeanor or felony) per state statute.

Prosecution
12. Filing Decision indicates the decision made by the State’s Attorney Office.
 Filed - filed charges identified on the arrest.
 Not Filed - decision was made to not file charges against the subject.
No further action will be taken.
 Modified – decision was made to modify the original charge reported on the
arrest.
 Added - additional charges filed to those already listed on the arrest.
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Disposition
13. Case Number is the court case number associated with a specific charge and court
disposition.
14. Disposition indicates the final outcome of the court case.
15. Disposition Date is the date the court handed down its decision.
16. Sentence relates to the sentencing the subject received by the Court.
(Fine/Costs, Jail, Supervised/Unsupervised Probation, etc.)

NSF Information
17. Arrest Description name of the offense (INSUFF FUNDS CHECK) and number of
counts.
18. Case Number is the court case number associated with a specific charge and court
disposition.
19. Disposition indicates the final outcome of the court case.
20. Disposition Date is the date that the court handed down its decision.
21. Sentence relates to the sentencing the subject received by the Court.
(Fine/Costs, Jail, Restitution, etc.)

Supervision or Custody
22. Confining Agency is the agency of incarceration.
23. Date Received is the date the subject was received at the confining facility.
24. Custodial Status Date indicates the date the subject’s custodial status changed
(received, released, paroled, etc.)
25. Charge is the charge associated with the supervision/custody record
26. Case Number is the court case number associated with a specific charge and court
disposition
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ND Criminal Record

STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA
BUREAU OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
P.O. BOX 1054
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58502

DATED: 04/25/2014

PAGE:

1

TELEPHONE: (701)328-5500
INFORMATION SHOWN ON THIS IDENTIFICATION
RECORD REPRESENTS DATA FURNISHED BY
FINGERPRINT CONTRIBUTORS. CONTACT
CONTRIBUTOR FOR DETAILS IF NECESSARY.

**
**
**

INTENDED FOR
BCI ADMINISTRATIVE
USE ONLY

RECORD SUBJECT:

2

5

1 SID:

**
**
**

83417

FBI: 9007700

3DOB
NAME/ALIAS
4SOC SEC NO POB
------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- --SYSTEM, TEST RECORD
01/01/1940 357-03-1037 MI
SYSTEM, BUCK THE
12/15/1945 502-34-2345 NM
SMITH, JOHN
05/05/1965 357-03-0357 ND
SYSTEM, TEST
02/01/1940
SMITH, MATTHEW
02/02/1941
SEX: M RACE: W HEIGHT: 5 10
HENRY FPC: UPPER=

WEIGHT: 170

EYE: GRN HAIR: RED
NCIC FPC:

CIT
--CD
US

SKN:5

LOWER=
MULTI-STATE OFFENDER6
SMT: TAT UL ARM, ART L EYE, MISS L EAR, SC ABDOM, TAT BACK(DRAGON),
_______________________________________________________________________________
CONTRIBUTOR
CASE NUMBER ARR/DISP DT
_______________________________________________________________________________
...............................................................................

7ARREST:
9ATN:

ND0090200 FARGO POLICE DEPARTMENT

CAS-01-3848

08/16/20018

400002216

C 1 - MARIJUANA-POSSESS10
PROS: P 1a - NOT FILED
1 CNTS MARIJUANA-POSSESS
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY

101

P 2 - ADDED/FILED12
1 CNTS POSS OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
DISTRICT COURT

- CASS COUNTY

DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 2
PLEAD
1 CNTS POSS OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY

CNTS MISDEMEANOR B11

MISDEMEANOR A

1301-K-2514
GUILTY14

11/09/200115
MISDEMEANOR A
01-K-2514

SENTC'D: 10 DYS JAIL, $100.00 FINE/COSTS. 16
ADDL INFO: CREDIT 6 DAYS.
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0010000 ADAMS COUNTY SHERIFF
08/20/2001
ATN: 987654321
C 1 - BURGLARY
1 CNTS FELONY B
PROS: P 1a - FILED
1 CNTS BURGLARY
FELONY B
DISTRICT COURT
- ADAMS COUNTY
01K444
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 1a
NON-CONVICTION
08/25/2001
1 CNTS BURGLARY
DISTRICT COURT
- ADAMS COUNTY
01K444
ADDL INFO: ACQUITTED BY JURY TRIAL.
...............................................................................
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STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA
BUREAU OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
P.O. BOX 1054
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58502

DATED: 04/25/2014

PAGE:

2

TELEPHONE: (701)328-5500

RECORD SUBJECT:
SID: 83417
FBI: 9007700
NAME/ALIAS
DOB
SOC SEC NO POB CIT
--------------------------------------------- ---------- ----------- --- --SYSTEM, TEST RECORD
01/01/1940 357-03-1037 MI CD
SEX: M RACE: A HEIGHT: 5 10 WEIGHT: 170 EYE: GRN HAIR: RED SKN:
_______________________________________________________________________________
CONTRIBUTOR
CASE NUMBER ARR/DISP DT
_______________________________________________________________________________
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0090200 FARGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
CAS-01-04168 09/04/2001
ATN: 400002280
C 1 - NARCOTIC EQUIP-POSSESS
1 CNTS MISDEMEANOR A
C 2 - MARIJUANA-POSSESS
1 CNTS MISDEMEANOR A
PROS: P 1a - FILED
1 CNTS POSS OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
MISDEMEANOR A
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY
01-K-2693
P 2a - MODIFIED
1 CNTS POSS OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
MISDEMEANOR B
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY
01-K-2693
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 1a
PLEAD GUILTY
11/09/2001
1 CNTS POSS OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
MISDEMEANOR A
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY
01-K-2693
SENTC'D: 10 DYS JAIL, $100.00 FINE/COSTS.
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 2a
PLEAD GUILTY
11/09/2001
1 CNTS POSS OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
MISDEMEANOR B
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY
01-K-2693
SENTC'D: 10 DYS JAIL, $100.00 FINE/COSTS.
ADDL INFO: CREDIT 6 DAYS.
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0380000 RENVILLE COUNTY SHERIFF
2003-98
09/12/2003
ATN: 129077
C 1 - INSUFF FUNDS CHECK
1 CNTS FELONY C
PROS: P 1a - FILED
1 CNTS NSF CHECK
FELONY C
DISTRICT COURT
- RENVILLE COUNTY
03-K-91
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 1a
PLEAD GUILTY
10/28/2003
1 CNTS NSF CHECK
MISDEMEANOR A
DISTRICT COURT
- RENVILLE COUNTY
03-K-91
SENTC'D: $125.00 FINE/COSTS.
6 MOS UNSUPERVISED PROBATION.
ADDL INFO: AMENDED DOWN TO A MA
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0380000 RENVILLE COUNTY SHERIFF
04-034
08/24/2004
ATN: 129039
C 1 - SIMPLE ASSAULT/DOMESTIC
1 CNTS MISDEMEANOR B
PROS: P 1a - FILED
1 CNTS SIMPLE ASSAULT
MISDEMEANOR B
DISTRICT COURT
- RENVILLE COUNTY
04-55
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 1a
PLEAD GUILTY
09/14/2004
1 CNTS SIMPLE ASSAULT-DOMESTIC
MISDEMEANOR B
DISTRICT COURT
- RENVILLE COUNTY
04-55
SENTC'D: $250.00 FINE/COSTS.
SENTENCE DEFERRED FOR 1 YRS.
...............................................................................
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STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA
BUREAU OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
P.O. BOX 1054
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58502

DATED: 04/25/2014

PAGE:

3

TELEPHONE: (701)328-5500

RECORD SUBJECT:
SID: 83417
FBI: 9007700
NAME/ALIAS
DOB
SOC SEC NO POB CIT
--------------------------------------------- ---------- ----------- --- --SYSTEM, TEST RECORD
01/01/1940 357-03-1037 MI CD
SEX: M RACE: A HEIGHT: 5 10 WEIGHT: 170 EYE: GRN HAIR: RED SKN:
_______________________________________________________________________________
CONTRIBUTOR
CASE NUMBER ARR/DISP DT
_______________________________________________________________________________
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0090200 FARGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
CAS-08-04381 07/30/2006
ATN: 400018248
C 1 - SIMPLE ASSAULT
1 CNTS MISDEMEANOR A
PROS: P 1a - MODIFIED
1 CNTS DISORDERLY CONDUCT
MISDEMEANOR B
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY
08K2980
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 1a
PLEAD GUILTY
10/01/2006
1 CNTS DISORDERLY CONDUCT
MISDEMEANOR B
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY
08K2980
SENTC'D: 30 DYS JAIL, $225.00 FINE/COSTS.
27 DYS SUSPENDED FOR 1 YRS.
1 YRS UNSUPERVISED PROBATION.
ADDL INFO: CREDIT 2 DAYS.
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0090200 FARGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
CAS-07-02594 05/09/2007
ATN: 400015095
C 1 - PREVENTING ARREST
1 CNTS MISDEMEANOR A
PROS: P 1a - FILED
1 CNTS PREVENTING ARREST
MISDEMEANOR A
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY
07K1828
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 1a
PLEAD GUILTY
05/11/2007
1 CNTS PREVENTING ARREST
MISDEMEANOR A
DISTRICT COURT
- CASS COUNTY
07K1828
SENTC'D: 60 DYS JAIL, $300.00 FINE/COSTS.
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0450100 DICKINSON POLICE DEPARTMENT
02/29/2011
ATN: 1575757
C 1 - AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
1 CNTS FELONY C
PROS: P 1a - FILED
1 CNTS AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
FELONY C
DISTRICT COURT
- STARK COUNTY
TEST1234
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 1a
PLEAD GUILTY
03/15/2013
1 CNTS AGGRAVATED ASSAULT
MISDEMEANOR
DISTRICT COURT
- STARK COUNTY
TEST1234
SENTC'D: 90 DYS JAIL, $250.00 FINE/COSTS.
85 DYS SUSPENDED FOR 1 YRS.
1 YRS SUPERVISED PROBATION.
ADDL INFO: DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN CONVICTED OF A MISDEMEANOR UNDER NDCC
12.1-32-02.
...............................................................................
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STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA
BUREAU OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
P.O. BOX 1054
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58502

DATED: 04/25/2014

PAGE:

4

TELEPHONE: (701)328-5500

RECORD SUBJECT:
SID: 83417
FBI: 9007700
NAME/ALIAS
DOB
SOC SEC NO POB CIT
--------------------------------------------- ---------- ----------- --- --SYSTEM, TEST RECORD
01/01/1940 357-03-1037 MI CD
SEX: M RACE: A HEIGHT: 5 10 WEIGHT: 170 EYE: GRN HAIR: RED SKN:
_______________________________________________________________________________
CONTRIBUTOR
CASE NUMBER ARR/DISP DT
_______________________________________________________________________________
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0310000 MOUNTRAIL COUNTY SHERIFF
8222
09/19/2012
ATN: 215223
C 1 - DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
1 CNTS MISDEMEANOR B
PROS: P 1a - FILED
1 CNTS DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
MISDEMEANOR B
DISTRICT COURT
- MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
11CR727
DISP: RELATED PROS(S): 1a
DISMISSED
10/19/2012
1 CNTS DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DISTRICT COURT
- MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
11CR727
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0080100 BISMARCK POLICE DEPARTMENT
00-17925
11/27/2012
ATN: 133555
C 1 - DRIVING UNDER INFLUENCE LIQUOR
1 CNTS MISDEMEANOR B
PROS: NOT AVAILABLE
DISP: SOURCE DOCUMENT UNAVAILABLE
...............................................................................
ARREST: ND0090200 FARGO POLICE DEPARTMENT
CAS-11-5567 04/15/2014
ATN: 400026148
C 1 - MARIJUANA POSSESSION
1 CNTS FELONY C
C 2 - DRUG PARAPHERNALIA POSSESSION
1 CNTS MISDEMEANOR A
PROS: NOT AVAILABLE
DISP: NOT AVAILABLE
- - - - - - - - - - - - - NSF INFORMATION - - - - - - - - - - - - - FIL/DISP DT
...............................................................................
NSF CHARGE:
04/18/2002
C

1 - INSUFF FUNDS CHECK17

1 CNTS

18CASE NBR(S): 02-K-196
DISP: COUNTY COURT - WALSH COUNTY
D

1

DEFERRED SENTENCE DISMISSED19

06/03/200320

SENTC'D: $25.00 COST, $50.00 FEE. 21
SENTENCE DEFERRED FOR 183 DAYS
TOTAL VALUE $16.89
...............................................................................
NSF CHARGE:
03/03/2003
C 1 - INSUFF FUNDS CHECK
1 CNTS
CASE NBR(S): 03K00542
DISP: COUNTY COURT - GRAND FORKS COUNTY
D 1
CONVICTED
INFRACTION
03/31/2003
SENTC'D: $100.00 FINE.
RESTITUTION $9.45
TOTAL VALUE $9.45
...............................................................................
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STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA
BUREAU OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
P.O. BOX 1054
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58502

DATED: 04/25/2014

PAGE:

5

TELEPHONE: (701)328-5500

RECORD SUBJECT:
SID: 83417
FBI: 9007700
NAME/ALIAS
DOB
SOC SEC NO POB CIT
--------------------------------------------- ---------- ----------- --- --SYSTEM, TEST RECORD
01/01/1940 357-03-1037 MI CD
SEX: M RACE: A HEIGHT: 5 10 WEIGHT: 170 EYE: GRN HAIR: RED SKN:
_______________________________________________________________________________
CONTRIBUTOR
CASE NUMBER ARR/DISP DT
_______________________________________________________________________________
- - - - - - - - - - - - SUPERVISION OR CUSTODY - - - - - - - - - - - DATE RECVD
...............................................................................
ND008015C

STATE PENITENTIARY, BISMARCK22

2304/13/2005
2401/05/2007
25CHRG:

04/13/2005

RECEIVED, SENTENCED
RELEASED ON PAROLE/PROBATION

POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE W/INTENT

TO DELIVER
K-398826
...............................................................................
ND008015C STATE PENITENTIARY, BISMARCK
09/02/2008
09/02/2008 RECEIVED, SENTENCED
04/07/2009 RELEASED ON PAROLE/PROBATION
CHRG: POSSESSION MARIJUANA
08-K-1664
...............................................................................
ND0090000 CASS COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
10/05/2010
10/05/2010 RECEIVED, SENTENCED
12/20/2010 DISCHARGED, FINAL
CHRG: PROBATION VIOLATION-POSSESS OF COCAINE
04-3988
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - LAST KNOWN ADDRESS:

123 EASY ST.
BISMARCK ND 58504-2396
LAST KNOWN OCCUPATION: ND Job Service
THE USE OF THIS RECORD IS CONTROLLED BY STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
IT IS PROVIDED FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY AND MAY BE USED ONLY FOR THIS PURPOSE.
END OF RECORD FOR: SYSTEM, TEST RECORD

SID:
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2.11.5 Registered Offender Letter
The response to your record check may also include a registered offender letter, notifying you
the individual checked is a registered offender in the state of North Dakota.

To check whether an individual is a registered sex offender in the state of North Dakota, you
may log on to the ND Attorney General’s website and select “Sex Offender Website” from the
home page. This website allows you to see a list of all offenders in the state, or you may search
by city or county. Searching these lists will generate a downloadable pdf document that lists the
person’s name, status, and risk level, as well as their last known address and any convictions
they received. The North Dakota Sex Offender Website also provides links to other sex offender
websites, including federal registries and North Dakota tribal registries.
Individuals convicted of crimes that are not sex offenses but which involve, for example, force
against or restraint of a child, are required to register as an “offender against children.” These
individuals are not sex offenders, and are not listed on the sex offender registry. A list of
offenders against children can be found in the “Public Safety” section on the Attorney General’s
website.
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2.12
FBI Responses to Request: NDBCI is responsible for submitting national criminal
history record searches to the FBI for Criminal Justice Agencies and those entities allowed by
state or federal law to receive federal record check information, including all agencies listed in
NDCC § 12-60-24(2).
All FBI record searches are fingerprint based, which means a set of fingerprints is required in
order for the record check to be processed.
The FBI record may not include all state criminal history information because the FBI does not
collect information about certain crimes that are reportable under state law. In North Dakota, for
example, arrests for some NSF check offenses are reportable on a card that only includes one
fingerprint. That information cannot be submitted to the FBI because they require a 10 print
arrest card.
An individual may check their own national criminal record by submitting a set of fingerprints
directly to the FBI. More information is available on the FBI’s website.
There are three different FBI responses:
 Non-Identification – No matching fingerprints were found.
 Identification – Matching fingerprints were found and the FBI RAP sheet is provided.
 Rejection – FBI has rejected the fingerprints; generally for poor quality prints.
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FBI Response Letter – Identification

30
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FBI Response Letter – Rejection

In addition to the FBI rejection response, you will receive a BCI Fingerprint Rejection Letter (see
the following page), indicating the reason the prints were rejected and providing further
instruction on how to obtain an FBI response.
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BCI Fingerprint Rejection Letter
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
BUREAU OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
(01/00)
NAME___________________________________

TCN_________________

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has rejected the attached fingerprint card as
not adequate for identification purposes. The reason(s) for the return are indicated below:
____

(1) Fingerprint pattern(s) not discernible.
__________________________________________________________________________

____

(2)

Insufficient pattern area(s) recorded for identification purposes. If bent, deformed or paralyzed
use a spoon.
___________________________________________________________________________

____

(3)

Erroneous or incomplete fingerprint(s) on card(s): fingers or hands out of sequence; printed
twice; or missing with no reason given.
__________________________________________________________________________

____

(4)

The quality of the characteristics is too low to be used.
__________________________________________________________________________

____

(5)

Other
__________________________________________________________________________

Accurate identification depends on the best possible rolled impressions that can be taken. It is necessary to
determine the correct pattern types, as well as ridge counts and tracings of all ten fingers, in order to search
the fingerprint files.
____

First FBI rejection of fingerprints – no charge for next submission on this individual. This sheet,
including all attachments, must be returned with the new fingerprint cards in order to
receive credit for the original payment.
Second FBI rejection of fingerprints – next submission results in additional charge.
Next submission will be $11.25 for an employee.
OR
A Name Search will be submitted pending your consent. A request must be made
within 90 days of the last rejection or there will be an additional fee of $11.25.
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Name Search: After every two (2) FBI rejections, the agency has the option to conduct a name
search in lieu of performing another fingerprint based search and paying the fee of $11.25. The
agency should return the second rejection paperwork along with a memo requesting a name
search be conducted. A faxed request for the name search is then submitted by NDBCI to the
FBI using the demographic information received in the previous submissions. The FBI will
attempt to make a match within their database using the information previously submitted. FBI
response time for a name search can take up to eight weeks. Name search requests must be
submitted within 90 days of the second rejection.

FBI Name Search Response Letter
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Section 3 – Basic Privacy and Security Guidelines
Access, use, handling, dissemination, and destruction of CHRI are governed by federal and
state laws, rules, regulations and policies. The receiving agency is responsible for maintaining
the confidentiality and control of any CHRI obtained. CHRI may only be used for the specific
purpose for which it was requested (employment, licensing, volunteers, etc.). Outsourcing
CHRI to a third party to perform noncriminal justice administrative functions (making fitness
determinations/recommendations, storage of CHRI, etc.) is not allowed in the state of North
Dakota.
3.1
Policies and Procedures
The agency must establish policies/procedures in the following CHRI privacy and security
areas, and ensure all agency personnel are aware of them.
 Access:
o Defining who is authorized to access CHRI
o Restricting access to only those who are authorized
 Use:
o Defining the purpose and use of the CHRI
o Restricting use to the specific purpose for which the CHRI was requested
 Handling:
o Proper security of CHRI from receipt through destruction
o Retention/destruction rules and processes
 Prevention of unauthorized disclosure of CHRI:
o Access-limited storage
o Not leaving CHRI unattended when it is not physically secured
o Revocation of access privileges for terminated employees or those removed from
the Authorized Personnel List
o Processes for ensuring proper training and refresher training of Authorized
Personnel
 Communication:
o Communication among Authorized Personnel
o Communication with the applicant concerning CHRI
 Secondary dissemination procedures (if permitted by law):
o Logging/tracking procedures
o Procedures for authenticating recipients of the disseminated information
 Formal disciplinary procedure:
o Steps to be taken by the agency in the event of misuse of CHRI
o Specify applicable misconduct policies
 Digital security (if CHRI scanned or stored electronically):
o Technical safeguards to protect the access and integrity of confidential
information
o Monitoring and restricting access to databases containing CHRI
o Reporting, response, and handling capability for information security incidents
Additionally, agencies should have established processes for fingerprint submissions which
include:
 Quality assurance measures for applicant identity verification.
 Quality assurance measures for protecting the integrity of the fingerprint card.
 Processes to ensure compliance with federal laws for FBI fingerprint checks (if
applicable).
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The agency should consider the following basic guidelines when formulating policies,
procedures, and training.
3.2 Applicant Review
The employing/licensing agency may discuss the criminal record contents with the applicant
within the confines of the purpose for which it was given:
 The agency may inform the applicant that the application is denied due to precluding
factors found during the criminal history record check and identify the factors.
 The agency may tell the applicant that there is a factor in the criminal history record
check that may be disqualifying and discuss that factor with the applicant in order to
ascertain if the circumstances of the issue warrant denial.
 The agency will provide a copy of the criminal history record to the applicant, if
requested. If the agency provides a copy of the FBI record, the dissemination must be
logged.
3.3
Applicant Challenge of Criminal History
It is the agency's responsibility to notify applicants of the opportunity and ability to review and
challenge a criminal history record. If an applicant feels his/her criminal history record is
inaccurate or incomplete, refer the person to the appropriate contact below to begin the review
and challenge process.
 To challenge the North Dakota criminal history record:
o The individual can contact NDBCI Criminal History Records Section at
701-328-5500 or view the Administrative Rules as set out in Article 10-13-07.


For a copy of an FBI criminal history record:
o Contact the FBI at 304-625-5590 for information about the record review and
challenge process.
o Submittal forms, checklists, and more information on how to review and challenge
and FBI criminal history record can be found at www.fbi.gov under Identity
History Summary Checks.

3.4
Communication/Dissemination
CHRI can only be discussed among authorized individuals and only for the specific purpose in
which it was requested.
3.4.1 Communication Cautions
Agency personnel should be aware of the following restrictions and cautions concerning CHRI:
 CHRI received from the fingerprint criminal history check process is not public record
and may not be released to the public. The agency may neither confirm nor deny the
existence or non-existence of an individual’s criminal history record to the public or to
any unauthorized individual or agency.
 Care should be taken to prevent overhearing, eavesdropping, or interception of
communication. Consider using private rooms, closed offices, etc., when discussing
CHRI with other authorized personnel or with applicants.
 Viewing and/or disseminating CHRI for curiosity reasons is NOT allowed.
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CHRI cannot be:
o Emailed or otherwise electronically transmitted (unless encrypted per the CJIS
Security Policy guidelines).
o Sent electronically via cell phone or other handheld device (including texts or
pictures of the hardcopy or computer screen)
o Faxed
Personnel should be cautioned regarding common causes of casual unauthorized
release of information: e.g., social networks, discussions with friends/family members,
conversations in public places.
Personnel should be made aware of the threat of social engineering. Social engineering
is deliberate manipulation or deception designed to elicit the release of confidential
information to unauthorized individuals.

3.4.2 Secondary Dissemination
The receiving agency may only give CHRI to the subject of the record check. This is called
"secondary dissemination."
All secondary dissemination must be logged, and the log shall be retained for three years.
Refer to Appendix G. The log should clearly identify the following:
 Date of dissemination
 Name of subject
 Subject identification for authentication
 The name/identification of the person releasing the information
 Purpose for which information is requested
3.5
Physical Security
The user agency is responsible for the security of the CHRI from its arrival at the agency
through the point of its complete destruction.
Physical Security includes:
 Protecting confidential information
 Limiting access to controlled areas
 Preventing social engineering
 Position computers and system devices (laptops, cellular phones, iPads, or any kind of
hand-held devices used to access, process, or store CHRI media) in a way that
prevents unauthorized persons from viewing CHRI.
 Locking rooms, areas, or storage containers where CHRI is accessed, processed,
and/or stored.
3.5.1 Storage
The results of the state and/or FBI record search should be stored in such a manner that only
authorized agency personnel have access and should not be retained longer than needed to
fulfill its purpose and satisfy the agency's regulatory guidelines.
 CHRI must be maintained at all times in a secure location to prevent access/viewing by
unauthorized personnel (i.e., locked file cabinet, locked room, secure perimeter, etc.).
 All visitors (including contractors, maintenance, and outside personnel) to areas where
CHRI is kept must be accompanied by authorized staff personnel at all times. Areas
must be locked when unattended.
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Personnel who are granted access to CHRI must be aware of their responsibility to
protect the confidentiality of the information and take steps accordingly. Examples of this
are: turning pages with CHRI face down on a desk; not leaving information exposed or
unattended; turning or covering computer screens to inhibit casual viewing; being aware
of unauthorized individuals who may be “shoulder surfing” or walking by when
information is being viewed.

3.5.2 Destruction
When no longer needed for its purpose, CHRI must be completely destroyed to minimize the
risk of unauthorized access and dissemination.
 CHRI cannot simply be thrown away. The acceptable methods of destruction are
shredding or incineration. Destruction must be performed or observed by personnel who
are authorized to access/handle CHRI. CHRI cannot be physically removed from the
premises unless accompanied by authorized personnel.
 Electronic media holding CHRI must first be sanitized (overwritten at least three times,
degaussed) prior to complete destruction.
3.6
Technical/Digital Security
If the CHRI sheets are stored electronically, or CHRI derived from the sheets is stored
electronically, then the agency becomes subject to technical information security requirements.
The requirements for electronic storage and access of CHRI are contained in the FBI CJIS
Security Policy which can be viewed in the online FBI CJIS Security Policy Resource Center
on the FBI website at www.fbi.gov. Electronic security, encryption, and storage protection
requirements in the policy apply to agencies converting hardcopy CHRI into electronic format
after receipt; the parts governing direct connect/interface with the state/national electronic
Criminal Justice databases do not apply unless the agency has an additional function with
direct connect/interface access. Agencies should have knowledgeable information technology
(IT) personnel review the requirements in the Security Policy and ensure that agency's system
is in compliance.
The following general guidelines also apply to electronic/digital security of CHRI:

 The server must be secure and located either on-site with that agency or on a site

controlled by the agency.
o The actual location of the computers and servers must have adequate physical
security to protect against any unauthorized personnel gaining access to the
computer equipment or to any of the stored data.
o Only employees of the agency, including IT personnel, may have access to the
server.
 Authorized Personnel who access CHRI electronically must complete additional portions
of the CJIS Online training which pertain to electronic access.
 The agency must manage information system accounts. Requirements include:
o Processes for activating, reviewing, and disabling accounts.
 The files where CHRI is stored must be password-protected.
 Each individual accessing the CHRI files must be uniquely identified and
have a unique password.
 Password rules are detailed in the Security Policy.
o Processes for authorizing and monitoring remote access (if applicable).
o Restrictions regarding the use of personally owned electronic devices to access,
handle, or store CHRI.
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o Electronic media protection rules, to include provisions for destruction which
include degaussing, overwriting, or physical destruction of media.
 The computer system must have protective features which are detailed in the Security
Policy. These include but are not limited to:
o Partitioning which physically or logically separates user interface services from
information storage databases
o Intrusion detection/Malicious code protection
o Spam and spyware detection/protection
 An incident response procedure must be in place which allows users to alert technical
personnel to an information security incident such as an unauthorized system intrusion.
The incident must be reported to NDBCI and include preparation, detection and analysis,
containment, eradication, and recovery. NDBCI will report the incident to the FBI. See
Appendix H.
3.7
Consequences for Misuse
The receiving agency has the responsibility to ensure that all personnel are aware of the
consequences that may result from unauthorized use of CHRI.
For an explanation of the consequences for the State of North Dakota, please refer to NDCC §§
12.1-13-01 and 12-60-16.10.
Federal statutes state that access to CHRI is subject to cancellation for dissemination outside
the authorized recipient(s) (Title 28 USC §534). An agency’s access to CHRI via submitted
fingerprints may also be suspended or cancelled according to the Terms and Conditions in the
user agreement.
In addition, an individual may be subject to disciplinary action under his/her employer's
misconduct policies. It is recommended the agency develop an acknowledgment of misuse
form for the authorized personnel’s signature. See Appendix I for an example.
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Section 4 – NAC Responsibilities
As mentioned in Section 1 of this guide, the User Agreement requires each agency to designate
a Noncriminal Agency Coordinator (NAC). The NAC is the primary liaison between the user
agency and NDBCI, and is responsible for coordinating agency compliance with all federal and
state laws/regulations pertaining to the access, use, handling, dissemination, and destruction of
Criminal Justice Information and CHRI. This section summarizes the primary duties and
responsibilities of the NAC.
4.1
Primary Liaison
The NAC functions as the primary liaison with NDBCI for all communication regarding audits,
training, and security. The NAC is also the first point of contact for NDBCI in the event of an
allegation of criminal history misuse or security issues involving the criminal history record
check process. It is important that the NAC's contact information stay updated with NDBCI in
order to allow for orderly and timely exchange of information.
The NAC is also expected to serve as the information resource for his/her agency. NDBCI may
communicate periodic updates or changes relevant to the Noncriminal Justice process through
the NAC. The NAC is expected to share this information with the user agency personnel as
needed.
The NAC may appoint other agency personnel to fulfill some of these responsibilities and/or
designate a secondary NAC.
4.1.1 Information Changes
In addition to keeping the NAC's contact information updated, the NAC is responsible for
keeping the agency's information updated. The NAC will inform the NDBCI of changes in the
NAC or any relevant business information (agency name changes, mailing/physical address
changes, etc.). The forms mentioned in this section are in the appendices of this guide. Forms
may be emailed, faxed, or mailed to NDBCI.
If the NAC changes:
 The agency must appoint a new NAC and submit the Noncriminal Justice Agency
Information Change Form to NDBCI within 30 days of the change. See Appendix J for a
copy of this form.
 The agency can also designate a secondary (backup) NAC on this form.
 NDBCI will send out a new User Agreement with instructions for its completion, if
needed.
If the name, mailing address, physical address, and/or main phone number of the agency
changes:
 Fill out the information you want to change on the Noncriminal Justice Agency
Information Change Form. See Appendix J.
4.1.2 Authorized Personnel List
The NAC must submit an Authorized Personnel List to NDBCI. The Authorized Personnel List
contains all agency personnel who are authorized to receive, view, handle, disseminate, store,
retrieve, or dispose of CHRI. The Authorized Personnel List should be submitted on the
agency’s letterhead and should contain the names and titles of the authorized individuals.
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Examples of types of personnel an agency may want to authorize:
 Administrative personnel who open the agency's mail, have filing duties, or perform
functions which give them trusted access to locked/secured areas or access to unsealed
CHRI.
 Personnel involved in employment/position suitability determinations: human resources
personnel, directors, supervisors, appeals board members, interviewers, etc.
 Information technology personnel (if CHRI is stored electronically).
An example Authorized Personnel List can be found in Appendix K of this guide. The entire
Authorized Personnel List must be updated and resubmitted when changes occur (e.g., an
individual is no longer authorized to view/handle CHRI, an authorized individual is no longer
employed by the agency, an authorized individual has a name change, personnel turnover, and
name/contact information changes). Mark new additions with an asterisk or other indicator.
(Make sure the NAC is on the Authorized Personnel List!) The agency should retain one copy
of the Authorized Personnel List for its records and forward a copy to the NDBCI.
4.2
Privacy and Security Coordinator
The NAC is the person primarily responsible for maintaining agency compliance with state and
federal rules for privacy and security requirements and they must:.
 Ensure Authorized Personnel receive required training.
 Update/maintain training documentation.
 Ensure Authorized Personnel have signed the agency's Acknowledgement Statement.
 Ensure the agency has adequate policies/procedures related to access, use, handling,
dissemination, and destruction of CHRI.
4.2.1 Required Training for Authorized Personnel
Authorized Personnel must complete two sets of training:




CJIS Online Training:
o CJIS Online is the minimum basic Security Awareness training required for all
individuals (Criminal Justice and Noncriminal Justice) who view or handle CHRI.
All Authorized Personnel must receive CJIS Online training within six months of
hire or being placed on the Authorized Personnel List and then every two years
thereafter. The training is located on the internet at www.CJISOnline.com.
o There are four levels of security awareness training. Please see Appendix L for a
breakdown of each level.
Agency's policies/procedures training:
o Each agency must train Authorized Personnel on the agency's internal
policies/procedures for the proper access, use, handling, dissemination, and
destruction of CHRI and on the consequences of misuse of CHRI; training must
be repeated every two years. The agency is required under the user agreement
to have the internal handling procedures; more information on the required
policies/procedures is available in Section 3.1 and Section 5.2. The NAC must
ensure that the training curriculum is adequate and covers the required topics.
Training outlines will be reviewed by NDBCI during audits.
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The NAC is responsible for maintaining and updating the Training Documentation Form
showing that both CJIS Online and agency internal privacy and security training have been
completed. NDBCI's compliance training is designed to help the NAC or other designated
agency representative understand the new compliance requirements so that they can
implement the rules back at their agency; NDBCI training DOES NOT take the place of the user
agency's internal training. Training Documentation Forms need to be kept on file at the user
agency and must be forwarded to the NDBCI upon request. A blank Training Documentation
Form is located in Appendix M of this guide.
4.2.2 Acknowledgement Statements
All authorized personnel must sign a statement acknowledging notification of the penalties for
misuse of the information. It must state at a minimum that the undersigned "acknowledges
notification for the penalties for misuse of CHRI” but ideally it contains a summary of state,
federal, and agency consequences. Some agencies choose to add a short training outline to
the statement so that the employee specifically acknowledges their training as well. For an
example, please see Appendix I.
The NAC is responsible for entering the date Acknowledgement Statements were signed on the
Training Documentation form. Do not send the acknowledgement statements to NDBCI; keep
the forms on file at the agency. NDBCI personnel will review these forms during the agency's
audit.
4.3
Audit Responsibilities
The NAC is the agency's representative for all audits and cooperates with state and federal
officials throughout the audit process. More details on the audit process are contained in
Section 5.
The NAC's responsibilities during an audit include:
 Ensuring all the audit instructions are followed and that the packet is returned in a timely
manner.
 Being present for the audit interview and notifying/gathering any other agency personnel
who might be needed to answer the compliance officer's questions.
 Having all requested documentation available for the audit.
 Serving as the primary coordinator for any corrective actions stemming from the audit
findings.
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Section 5 – Audits & Compliance
Agencies which submit fingerprints for criminal history checks are subject to audit to ensure that
they are in compliance with state and federal rules regarding fingerprint submissions and CHRI
use.
5.1
Audits
In North Dakota, a routine audit cycle has been established for Noncriminal Justice Agencies in
order to assess compliance with state and federal policies and regulations. NDBCI personnel
conduct the audits.
5.1.1 Routine Audits
A routine audit of the agency's compliance with state and federal policies and regulations will
be conducted every three years. The FBI conducts triennial audits of the state of North Dakota
and will visit a selection of agencies. NDBCI will notify the agency approximately 30 days in
advance of the planned audit date. The notification will describe the audit process and provide
NDBCI contact information. The NAC should contact NDBCI to acknowledge receipt of the
audit notification.
NDBCI will conduct a complete file review of the agency prior as part of the audit. All
documentation relating to general administration, fingerprint submissions, privacy and security,
and training will be reviewed. The Noncriminal Justice Agency will be asked to complete a
questionnaire as part of the audit process.
After an audit has been completed, NDBCI will provide the agency with a written report which
will either denote complete compliance or will contain recommendations for corrective actions
to bring the agency into compliance.
NDBCI is available to discuss specific concerns and to offer training to assist the agency in this
process.
5.1.2 Directed Audits
A directed audit is an administrative review triggered as a result of an incident or allegation of
possible misuse of CHRI. Most issues of misuse stem from instances of improper
dissemination of CHRI to unauthorized individuals or agencies.
NDBCI may conduct a directed audit of an agency if it:
 Receives a complaint from an agency or individual alleging misuse of CHRI.
 Becomes aware of agency actions which may constitute a misuse of CHRI.
 Becomes aware of agency actions which may be a violation of the user agreement
terms.
NDBCI will contact the agency's NAC and arrange to conduct a review of the agency's
processes and actions which may have resulted in misuse. If NDBCI cannot reach the NAC
within a reasonable period of time, the Noncriminal Justice supervisor, agency director, or other
administrator will be contacted.
The review by NDBCI is designed to detect process issues which may result in non-compliant
actions by an agency. Areas which will be audited are the same ones that are checked during
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a routine audit; in addition, the review may focus on the policies, procedures, process, and
actions most closely related to the allegation. NDBCI personnel will ask questions regarding
the circumstances surrounding the allegation to determine if/how the incident occurred and
what actions might be required to prevent a repeat of any misuse. The NAC should be present
for the audit as well as any other personnel the agency deems necessary. Following the
directed audit, NDBCI personnel will prepare a written report of the findings. If compliance
issues are detected, the report will contain recommendations and/or specific requests in order
to bring the agency into compliance so that it can continue to utilize the fingerprint criminal
history record check process through NDBCI. The agency will be required to respond in writing
regarding its corrective actions in the areas of concern.
A directed audit does not replace a routine audit. If a directed audit finds issues which require
correction, an agency may be scheduled for a routine audit after a specified period of time in
order to reassess agency compliance.
5.2
Compliance Review
This subsection discusses the general compliance requirements for each of the areas being
reviewed: general administration, fingerprint submissions, privacy and security, and training.
Each part contains a short explanation of the requirements and may reference different
resources or areas of the guide which an agency may refer to for more information.
5.3
General Administration
The general administration section of an audit reviews the basic information on file for the
agency for completeness, accuracy, and compliance with current regulations.
User agreement (Section 1.1)
The User Agreement is the contractual agreement between the user agency and NDBCI that
allows NDBCI to provide CHRI upon submission of fingerprints. Changes to the authorization,
purpose, or signatory to the agreement all may be reasons that the agreement needs to be
updated.
Authorized Personnel List (Section 4.1.2)
The NAC is responsible for maintaining an updated Authorized Personnel List on file with
NDBCI. The Authorized Personnel List contains those individuals whom the agency has
identified as authorized to access, handle, and/or destroy CHRI. The authorizations are based
solely on the agency's determination, but should be limited to the minimum number of
personnel necessary. ALL personnel who view, handle, use, disseminate, or dispose of CHRI
MUST appear on the list, the list will be checked at every audit.
Agency File Information (Section 4.1.1)
The NAC should inform NDBCI personnel in writing of changes in the NAC or any relevant
business information (agency name changes, mailing/physical address changes, etc.). The
compliance officer will check that all the information on file at NDBCI is current.
Make changes as they occur - don't wait for an audit!
Authorization and Purpose
Each fingerprint submission access is for a specific purpose and is pursuant to a specific
authorization. Fingerprints cannot be submitted for any purpose other than that which is named
in the agency's authorization. Agencies may have more than one authorization, allowing them
to submit fingerprints for multiple purposes. The compliance officer will check all the agency's
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authorizations and verify each purpose.
A change to an agency's authorization may invalidate the entire user agreement; if the NAC
becomes aware of a change in the authorization for access (e.g., change in the authorizing
state statute, etc.), he/she needs to contact NDBCI immediately to update the user agreement
and, if necessary, submit the new authorization to NDBCI for approval by the FBI.
5.4
Fingerprint Submissions
The compliance officer will review the agency's entire fingerprint submission process covering
properly filling out the cards, applicant identification, processes to protect the fingerprint card
from tampering, and notifications and disclosures to the applicant.
Proper Citing of the "Reason Fingerprinted" (Section 2.6.1)
Fingerprint cards can only be submitted for specific purposes under approved authorizations.
In the "Reason Fingerprinted" box on the card, agencies are required to specify BOTH the
particular purpose for the submission (employee, volunteer, license type) and the authorizing
authority (statute number or city ordinance number).
Applicant Identification (Section 2.2)
Agencies should have processes for verifying the identity of the applicant at the time of
fingerprinting. The compliance officer will check for procedures which include:
 Informing fingerprinting personnel of the identification requirement.
 Requiring proper identification at the time of fingerprinting.
Protection of the Fingerprint Card Prior to Submission (Section 2.3)
Agencies should have processes for protecting the integrity of the fingerprint card and
preventing tampering with the card from the time the prints are taken through the submission
to NDBCI. The compliance officer will look for procedures which establish either a process
which prevents the applicant from possessing a completed fingerprint card or prevents direct
access to the card (such as a sealed envelope system). The processes should also include
instructions to fingerprinting personnel as necessary.
Review and Challenge Notification (Section 3.3)
It is the agency's responsibility to notify applicants of the opportunity and ability to review and
challenge a criminal history record.
FBI Applicant Privacy Rights Notifications (Section 2.4)
Any agency that submits fingerprints for FBI criminal history (federal check) is required to advise
applicants of the following PRIOR to submitting the fingerprint card for a criminal history check:
 Applicants must be notified in writing that their fingerprints will be used to check the
criminal history records of the FBI. The written notification to the applicant must be
provided in a format where the applicant can read and take a copy with them if they
desire.
 Informing all applicants that they are allowed a reasonable opportunity to complete and
challenge the accuracy of the criminal history record before final denial.
 Agencies must notify applicants how to obtain a copy of the FBI record and that the
guidelines for these procedures are contained in 28 CFR 16.34.
Additionally:
 The agency should also establish and document what constitutes a reasonable period of
time for the review and challenge and any appeals process that is available to the
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applicant.
It is highly recommended (but not required) that the written notification be presented to
the applicant on a document that the applicant is required to sign.

5.5
Privacy and Security
Agencies must have written policies and procedures regarding access, use, handling,
dissemination, and destruction of CHRI (See section 3.1). The compliance officer will review
the agency's required privacy and security policies and procedures and any
documents/processes related to security and dissemination of CHRI. Section 3 of this guide
covers required policies and basic privacy and security guidelines.
The agency must have a process which ensures that CHRI is only used for the purpose for
which it is requested.
The agency must have processes in place for the proper access and handling of CHRI.
 Access includes:
o Defining who is authorized to access CHRI
o Restricting access to only Authorized Personnel
 Handling rules include:
o Proper security of CHRI from receipt through destruction
o Communication rules
 Communication among Authorized Personnel
 Communication with the applicant concerning CHRI
o Secondary dissemination procedures (if authorized)
 Logging/tracking procedures
 Procedures for authenticating recipients of the disseminated information
 Retention procedures
 Destruction procedures
The agency must have processes in place to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of CHRI.
Prevention of unauthorized disclosure includes:
 Access-limited storage.
 Not leaving CHRI unattended when it is not physically secured.
 Revocation of access privileges for terminated employees or those removed from the
Authorized Personnel List.
The agency must have a formal disciplinary process in place for misuse of CHRI. If the agency
has a general misconduct or disciplinary policy, the agency would need to demonstrate how
this policy would be applied/activated in the event of a misuse situation.
If applicable, the agency must have processes in place governing electronic storage of CHRI.
This includes:
 Monitoring and restricting access to databases containing CHRI.
 Physical/technical safeguards to protect the access and integrity of the CHRI.
 Reporting, response, and handling capability for information security incidents.
5.6
Training
The compliance officer will review the agency's training documentation to check if Authorized
Personnel have received both the mandatory CJIS Online training and the agency's internal
process training. All personnel with access are required to be trained in the agency's internal
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privacy and security processes. Authorized Personnel do not need to attend NDBCI training; all
required training takes place at the user agency.
All Authorized Personnel must be trained in the online security awareness (CJIS Online)
training within six months of hire (or of being placed on the Authorized Personnel List) and then
every two years thereafter.
All Authorized Personnel must receive the agency's internal training on the
access/use/handling/ dissemination/destruction procedures every two years. The agency's
training should also cover the state, federal, and agency consequences for misuse of criminal
history. The compliance officer will ask to view an outline of the agency's training and any
reference policies to assess the training topics. (See Section 4.2.1)
All Authorized Personnel must sign an Acknowledgement Statement acknowledging the
notification of the penalties for misuse of CHRI. There is no standard format for the
Acknowledgement Statement, but it must state at a minimum that the individual has been
notified of the consequences of misuse of CHRI. Agencies may choose to summarize the
consequences on the Acknowledgement Statement or refer to specific policies or training
materials. (See Section 4.2.2)
Authorized Personnel training must be logged on the Noncriminal Justice Agency Training
Documentation Form (or equivalent) and the documentation must be available for inspection by
compliance officers.
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Section 6 – NDBCI Training
NDBCI provides training to Noncriminal Justice Agencies receiving CHRI. NDBCI's compliance
training is designed to help the NAC or other designated agency representative understand the
new compliance requirements so that they can implement the rules back at their agency; NDBCI
training DOES NOT take the place of the user agency's internal training. It is each agency's
responsibility to ensure that its authorized personnel are properly trained in the requirements
detailed in Section 4.2.1.
6.1 Initial Access Training
All new agencies are required to have at least one representative attend Initial Access Training
prior to submitting any fingerprint cards. Initial Access Training is not required for existing
agencies; however, it is recommended if an agency has experienced personnel turnover or
agency personnel wish to attend a refresher in order to ensure compliance with current
requirements. The individuals attending training should be prepared to share the information
learned with other relevant user agency personnel.
Initial Access Training covers the basic rules in this guide and provides information on the
following:
 How to properly fill out the information on a fingerprint card
 Fingerprint submission requirements, including fees
 How to read and interpret CHRI
 Overview of basic privacy and security guidelines
 Brief overview of agency/NAC requirements and responsibilities
6.2 Obtaining Assistance from NDBCI
Please note that each agency will have two or more NDBCI contacts. An individual will be
assigned to the agency that will perform the record check requests and answer questions
regarding submissions and responses. In addition, the audit team will be available to answer
questions regarding the audit process.
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ACRONYM GLOSSARY
CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

Codification of the general and permanent rules and
regulations published in the Federal Register by executive
departments and agencies of the federal government

CHRI

Criminal History Record Information

CHRI is a record on an individual consisting of names(s)
and identification data, notation of arrest, detentions,
indictments, information, or other formal criminal charges.
The record also includes any dispositions of these
charges, as well as notation on correctional supervision
and release.

CJIS

Criminal Justice Information Services

The division of the FBI that issues the security policy for
the creation, viewing, modification, transmission,
dissemination, storage, and destruction of Criminal Justice
Information.

FBI

Federal Bureau of Investigation

The agency within the Department of Justice which
encompasses the Criminal Justice Information Services
(CJIS) Division.

NAC

Noncriminal Agency Security Contact

An individual assigned by their agency to act as a liaison
between their agency and the North Dakota Bureau of
Criminal Investigation. The responsibilities of the NAC are
outlined in the user agreement and further explained in this
manual.

NDBCI

North Dakota Bureau of Criminal
Investigation

State level law enforcement agency protecting the property
and citizens of North Dakota. NDBCI also operates the
North Dakota Central State Repository.

NDCC

North Dakota Century Code

A collection of statutes passed by the North Dakota
Legislative Assembly.

NCIC

National Crime Information Center

Federal level network that houses various databases on
persons and property.

ORI

Originating Agency Identifier

A nine-character, alphanumeric identifier assigned to a
specific agency that allows access to CHRI. This identifier
usually starts with "ND" for Noncriminal Justice Agencies
and is the number that goes in the ORI box on the
fingerprint card.

RAP

Record of Arrest and Prosecution

Official record of an individual’s arrests and convictions,
based on fingerprints taken at the time of arrest.

SIB

State Identification Bureau

The state centralized agency designated to submit
fingerprints for subscribing agencies.

SID

State Identification Number

A unique number assigned to an individual whose
fingerprints have been submitted to the state after an
arrest.

USC

United States Code

Official compilation and codification of the general and
permanent federal statutes of the United States.
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